
Market/Economic Synopsis
This very mature bull market continues to trudge 
ahead.  Just like all of us that had to walk 3-miles 
to school every morning in the snow and freezing 
temperatures, wind in your face, uphill the whole 
way, and carrying a 20 lb pack on your back. In this 
quarter the market has continued to fight headwinds: 
Geopolitical concerns, North Korea threatening to drop 
a hydrogen bomb, two category 4/5 hurricanes and two 
major earthquakes. Bull markets do not die of old age, 
or because of over-valuation. A bull market needs to 
have many contributing factors that tend to appear in an 
overextended market. Some of these factors are starting 
to rear their ugly heads – including a tight labor market, 

rising interest rates, excess consumer debt, and home 
prices rising to historic levels.

The good news has been that the leading economic 
indicators continue to expand and corporate earnings 
continue to surprise wall street analysts in a favorable 
way.  We are doing our best to fully participate in 
the market’s advancement while we continue to look 
for more conservative investments to own in case this 
growth comes to a screeching halt. I’ve said many times 
we are not market timers, we are risk managers, and as 
such we try our best to capture gains and decrease major 
downside risks.

What does Fly Fishing or Hiking have to do with 
Investing?
As some of you know, I spend much of my free time 
hiking and fly fishing. These hobbies take me away 
from the craziness in society today. When you’re on 
the water or in the wilderness, it’s tranquil. With 
fishing, I’m consumed by the fly’s presentation in the 
water, whether or not it’s a good drift, and how closely 
it imitates a natural fly floating softly in the current. 
While hiking, I’m totally focused on my surroundings 
and about getting from to my destination safely and 
allowing enough time for completion. It is often when 

I am in this relaxed state of mind that  
I think – what makes some investors more 

successful 
than others?

My most 
recent hiking 
and fishing 
adventures 
involved 
my family 
and friends 
summiting several mountain tops over a few days in 
July and my son and I trying to fish the swollen Provo 
River in Utah after a record snow year.  

So, what are some of the commonalities to investing:

1. You won’t catch fish unless your fly is in the water. 
It’s always interesting to listen to fishermen who 
complain about not catching fish while they’re 
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“In the long run, it’s not just how much money you 
make that will determine your future prosperity.  
It’s how much of that money you put to work by 

saving it and investing it.” 
     Peter Lynch

My three favorite activities Fly Fishing, Hiking, and Investing
Terry Wiles, CDFA,™ CRPC,® AWMA®   
Branch Manager, Raymond James Financial Services
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waiting on the river bank for the perfect set of 
conditions. For them, it has to be just the right 
temperature, current, and time of day. They must 
see fish eating insects off the top of the water before 
they will even consider making a cast. What most 
don’t realize is that trout consume 80 percent of their 
diet from under the water’s surface versus from on 
top of the water. Successful investors always have 
their assets invested and understand that waiting for 
the perfect conditions leads to lost opportunities.

2. Successful fishermen have diverse tactics. They come 
prepared with a fly vest filled with various flies, lines 
and leaders. A successful investor is no different. 
Their tactics may include tax loss harvesting and 
rebalancing when appropriate and they always invest 
in a broad portfolio of investments.

3. To appreciate and endure a hike you must always 
be prepared to endure what Mother Nature will 
throw at you. “Are there bear in the area?” Bring 
bear spray and have it 
readily accessible, and I 
mean within 3-5 seconds 
accessible! I’ve heard 
of grizzly bear attacks 
happening before the 
hiker even knew a bear 
was near. Know how to 
read a compass because 
cellphones lose reception 
and batteries die quickly 
while roaming. Study the 
weather forecasts, your total distance, altitude gain 
or loss, places to refill water, wear layers, always 
have a quality rain jacket. With investing we use a 
process where we start by researching the thousands 
of investment vehicles and narrow the field before 
we delve into all the layers of diversification we 
want our clients to have. We want an all-weather 
portfolio, one that can sustain a bear market and one 
that thrives in good times.

4. Paying for a guide can lead to much better results.   
I find that hiring a guide for fly fishing, and 
sometimes hiking, is one of the most important 
parts of catching fish or surviving a major trek. This 
summer my son and I caught twenty-two trout in 
a day with the help of a guide. We had only caught 
one trout the day before without a guide. The guide 
helps you determine the appropriate fly to use, which 
is a science of its own.  An experienced guide can 
tell what type of flies are hatching above or below 

the water’s surface. They 
may change the fly or 
your casting technique 
as the conditions change. 
Likewise, when hiking 
in unfamiliar mountain 
country, a guide can give 
you that added assurance. 
They always know where 
you are, they know how 
to tell when someone is 
suffering from altitude 

sickness, can recommend 
when to slow down 
and hydrate, and 
identify when someone 
is carrying too much 
weight in their pack. 
Hiring an investment 
manager or financial 
planner is a way to have 
someone planning and 
monitoring every step of 
your financial journey, a partner in the game. This 
partner is someone that is deeply concerned for your 
livelihood and wants to play a major role in your 
success.  
One of the biggest risks in hiking is hiking alone. 
How will you survive if you are injured or have a 
serious fall?

5. Successful fishermen and hikers are patient. To  
a successful fisherman, having a fly caught in a tree 
or a tangled line is only a temporary impediment 
to getting your line back in the water. A successful 
hiker must utilize great patience and not get too 
far ahead of themselves when just beginning a long 
hike.  Good investors are the same. They realize 
that all investments ebb and flow. They don’t have 
an immediate negative reaction to a short-term 
pullback or abandon their portfolio strategy during  
a longer downturn in the markets.

Conclusion

Whether hiking, fishing, investing or pursuing your 
other life passions, always be actively engaged. Use a 
wide variety of tactics. Be patient, be prepared, and 
keep your sights on your long-term objectives to pull 
you through the inevitable short-term setbacks. That 
way, you’ll find happiness in the wilderness, on the 
stream, in your financial planning and throughout  
your life.
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Charitable Giving

We have witnessed a heart-breaking stretch of 
hurricanes impacting many areas across our country, 
U.S. islands and territories, and numerous island 
nations across the Caribbean. Through the devastation 
and destruction, it is always amazing to see the 
resiliency of people to overcome these terrible natural 
disasters. It is also remarkable to see the response in the 
immediate aftermath of these events; from the FEMA 
workers, to the volunteers of many great organizations 
involved in different humanitarian missions, and even 
informal volunteer groups like the “Cajun Navy” that 
sprang into action this year in Texas with private boat 
owners traveling to flooded areas to conduct search 
and rescue efforts. For many of us, the response to 
these awful disasters comes in a very different yet 
extremely impactful form; through our financial 
support and donations. With gifting on the minds of 
many people in the wake of these tragedies, not to 
mention the holiday season just around the corner 
which for many brings about a period of giving, we 
thought we would provide a few things to think about 
when considering those charitable donations. 

Alternative ways to give

For many of our clients, the primary mode of giving to 
a charitable organization (or church), is through cash 
donations.  We also find many situations where the 
donation of securities, such as stocks, can be a strategic 
solution if the organization is able to accept these types 
of donations. The most common situation where this 
type of giving is done, is donating highly appreciated 
securities owned inside non-retirement accounts. For a 
bit of context, it is important to remember that inside 
non-retirement accounts, if you ever sell an investment 
for a gain, you will potentially create a tax liability on 
that gain.  

How is this strategy beneficial?

Let’s say that you own Stock XY that is worth $5,500 
today that you purchased 10 years ago for $500 (not a 
bad investment!). Imagine that this year you would 
like to support your favorite charity with a donation 
of cash equal to $5,500. An alternative means of 
providing this donation would be to donate your 

shares of Stock XY valued at the same $5,500. The 
value of your donation is the same and you still have 
the potential to deduct this charitable gift on your 
taxes, the difference, is you actually avoid paying taxes 
on the $5,000 gain from holding Stock XY. From the 
charity’s point of view, they are equally benefited since 
they will be able to sell the shares of Stock XY, and also 
avoid paying any taxes on these gains, and ultimately 
end up with the same $5,500.  

Is this right for you?

There are times, however, when cash is king when it 
comes to giving. We always recommend consulting 
your tax professional for a better understanding of 
how charitable giving may impact your personal taxes, 
and the deductibility of those donations. This must be 
taken into consideration while always being mindful 
when donating securities to avoid throwing your 
portfolio out of balance. As part of your financial team, 
we are happy to help you navigate these decisions and 
facilitate any conversations with your CPA. For any 
investments that you want to gift from an account 
managed with us, we can even help coordinate the 
transfer to the selected charity.

Why financial donations are so powerful

Several weeks ago, I caught a very interesting report 
from CBS Sunday Morning as part of a segment in the 
wake of Hurricane Harvey. The report discussed what 
some humanitarian workers describe as “the second 
disaster” which comes as an unintended result of the 
generosity and kindness of people with the very best 
of intentions. The report chronicles the aftermath of 
many different disasters and tragedies seen over the 
last several decades and the massive influx of non-
financial donations; from clothing, to bottled water, to 
school supplies and many other items. The resulting 
situation has often created “the second disaster” where 
humanitarian workers are completely overwhelmed 
with the processing and logistics of handling this 
massive inventory they are not equipped to handle.  
The heart of the message from this report was that 
cash (or investment) donations really are the best way 
to support most of the organizations during these times 
of tragedies to enable relief organizations to effectively 
provide services where they are needed, when they are 
needed and in many cases, much more cost effectively.

Alex Greene, CFP®,  AAMS®,  AWMA®   
Financial Advisor
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The DJIA index covers 30 major NYSE industrial companies. The NASDAQ represents 4500 stocks traded over the counter. 
The S&P 500 is a broad based measurement of performance of 500 widely held common stocks. The Barclays Aggregate 
Bond Index is diversified index measuring approximately 6,000 investment grade, fixed rate taxable securities. The MSCI 
EAFE index is designed to measure the equity market performance of developed markets excluding the US & Canada. 

International investing involves additional risks such as currency fluctuations, differing financial and accounting standards, 
and possible political and economic instability. Also, investing in emerging markets can be riskier than investing in well-
established foreign markets. There is no assurance any of the trends mentioned will continue in the future. Investing involves 
risk and investors may incur a profit or a loss, including the loss of all principal. 

Sector investments are companies engaged in business related to a specific sector. They are subject to fierce competition and 
their products and services may be subject to rapid obsolescence. There are additional risks associated with investing in an 
individual sector, including limited diversification.

204 Towne Village Drive
Cary, NC 27513
919-460-4688
 www.sgfnc.com

Index performance is shown for illustrative purposes only and does not reflect the deductions of fees, trading costs or other 
expenses, which will affect actual investment performance. You cannot invest directly in any index. Individual results may 
vary. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.

Opinions expressed are those of Stonegate Financial and are not necessarily those of Raymond James. All opinions are 
as of this date and are subject to change without notice. This information has been obtained from sources considered to 
be reliable, but we do not guarantee that the foregoing material is accurate or complete. Any information is not a complete 
summary or statement of all available data necessary for making an investment decision and does not constitute a 
recommendation. Investments mentioned may not be suitable for all investors.

Stonegate Financial is not a registered broker/dealer, and is independent of Raymond James Financial 
Services. Investment Advisory Services are offered through Raymond James Financial Services Advisors, Inc. 
Securities offered through Raymond James Financial Services, Inc., Member FINRA/SIPC

Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards Inc. owns the certification marks CFP®, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL 
PLANNER™, CFP® (with plaque design) and CFP® (with flame design) in the U.S., which it awards to individuals  
who successfully complete CFP Board’s initial and ongoing certification requirements.

Around the Office
Summer is quickly winding down and one of our favorite 
seasons, Fall, is upon us. We’re hoping to get some hikes in 
to experience the leaf changes and hope you can get out and 
enjoy the great outdoors as well.
The Wiles kids are back in school and Kelly is finalizing her 
college applications and essays. Kevin, now a sophomore 
at Elon, is keeping busy with classes, clubs, and all the 
activities that college life has to offer. As a reminder to all 
of you with high school age children or grandchildren, you 
should consider decreasing the risk in your college savings 
plans to help ensure you have your hard-earned money to 
utilize when your child starts college. We’ve all enjoyed the 
market’s run-up, but we also want to make sure we have 
that money available when it’s needed.
Ryan and Emily finished the part of the home renovation 
that Hillary from “Love It or List It” couldn’t get to (if you 
hadn’t heard: they ended up “loving it!” after all) by putting 
in a back patio and a giant play set for the kids. They also 
spent a week at Topsail Island and Ryan got a chance to 
travel back to his hometown of Boston for a long weekend of 
golf with friends.
Alex and Lane have had some fun summer travel, making 
trips to Beaufort, NC, and then Savannah, GA for a 
night before heading to Hilton Head, SC.  They have also 
attended a couple of summer weddings and have two 
more to attend this fall, including a wedding back in Alex’s 
hometown of New Bern, NC.
Heather and Thomas continue to stay busy with most 
weekends spent traveling out of town to visit family and 
friends. Coming up on their second wedding anniversary, 
they’re still juggling the logistics of trying to attend all their 
family events while also attempting to find some time to 
relax at home.
As many of you may have already seen, we’re excited to 
introduce our new website and hope the new site adds some 
extra value to you. Please feel free to share the new link with 
friends and family who might also benefit from our services: 
www.sgfnc.com
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Annual Thanksgiving  
Giving Event

We hope you can join us for a bountiful feast on…

Tuesday, October 24th at 6 pm
Cooking Demonstration and Plated Dinner

(begins at 6:15pm)

Followed by:  Investing in Uncertain Markets
Prestonwood Country Club

300 Prestonwood Parkway // Cary, NC 27513
Please RSVP to 919-460-4688

We always try to do something different for our 
presentations in the fall as we take a moment to thank 
our clients for another successful year of partnership.

We appreciate that you have chosen to invest with us.  
This year, we want to turn things around and teach you 
how you can invest in yourself.  We are very excited to 
have a special presenter, Kristen Johnson Brogan, who 
will show us some simple ways to get even more out of 
life by incorporating a few fun and simple tricks to eat 
and live deliciously!

We hope you can join us and encourage you to bring 
a friend or family member to come with you! 

Kristen Johnson Brogan

A Registered Dietitian, Superfood 
Chef, Mindful Eating Expert, and 
Author of Target To Table will 
show us how to make everything 
just a little bit better and live 
more deliciously!

Special Dinner Presenter:


